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Abstract

The 2-D fluid code UEDGE was used to analyze DIII-D experiments to determine the role of neutrals in core

fueling, core impurities, and also the H-mode pedestal structure. We compared the effects of divertor closure on the

fueling rate and impurity density of high-triangularity, H-mode plasmas. UEDGE simulations indicate that the de-

crease in both deuterium core fueling (�15–20%) and core carbon density (�15–30%) with the closed divertor compared
to the open divertor configuration is due to greater divertor screening of neutrals. We also compared UEDGE results

with a simple analytic model of the H-mode pedestal structure [Nucl. Fusion 42 (2002) 52]. The model predicts both the

width and gradient of the transport barrier in ne as a function of the pedestal density. The more sophisticated UEDGE
simulations of H-mode discharges corroborate the simple analytic model, which is consistent with the hypothesis that

fueling processes play a role in H-mode transport barrier formation.
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1. Divertor closure and fueling of the core plasma

In low density discharges both modeling and experi-

mental results from DIII-D have demonstrated the ef-

fectiveness of the closed divertor in preventing recycled

neutrals from returning to the core [1,2]. This paper ex-

tends these results to higher core plasma density; core

fueling rates and impurity content are calculated. The

advantages of trapping neutrals in a closed divertor by

comparing fueling rates and impurity content in the

plasma core for higher densities are explored. Since high-

triangularity plasmas in the open (lower) divertor cannot

be actively pumped, we limit this study to unpumped,

ELMing H-mode discharges. The single-null plasmas

considered in this study were characterized by: IP ¼ 1:37
MA, q95 ¼ 4:1, PINPUT ¼ 3:0–7.5 MW, ne=nGW � 0:6–0.8,
and triangularity at the X-point d ¼ 0:74.

Experiments showed that core fueling was �10–20%
lower in the closed diverted plasmas than in the open

diverted plasmas, given the same density (e.g., ne=
nGWJ 0:7), gas puff rate, energy confinement time, and
power level [3]. To help analyze these experiments, the

2-D fluid plasma code UEDGE [4] was used to model

two similar high density �attached� discharges under
open and closed divertor geometry. UEDGE solves

equations for ion continuity, energy and momentum on

a 2-D domain, simulating the discharge from the 96%

flux surface to the limiter surface in the radial direction

and from plate to plate in the poloidal direction. Con-

stant radial particle (0.075 m2/s) and energy (0.3 m2/s)

diffusivities (to model turbulence) are used. UEDGE

results indicate that the core deuterium fueling rate

should be �20% lower in the closed divertor case in

comparison with the corresponding open divertor case

in agreement with the data.

This result is consistent with an independent ap-

proach that is based on the evolution of the radial

profiles of the core density and temperature [5]. Our
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UEDGE analysis shows the recycling current in the

closed divertor case was roughly twice that of the open

divertor case. However, the contribution of this higher

recycling current was offset by greater divertor screen-

ing, and thus a lower probability (�40% that of the open
divertor case) of these neutrals returning to fuel the core.

The net fueling rate of the core, which is the product of

these two factors, is about 20% lower in the closed di-

vertor case. UEDGE results indicate that the electron

temperature was high enough to efficiently ionize recy-

cling neutrals between the X-point and the divertor

target in the closed divertor case, showing the effective-

ness of its divertor screening of neutrals, as shown in

Fig. 1. UEDGE analysis also shows that the largest

neutral fueling region for both open and closed divertor

Fig. 1. Restriction of neutrals to the regions near to the closed

divertor plates (a) reduces D� around the X-point compared to
the open divertor (b). The radial flux of neutral deuterium (c) is

shown as a function of poloidal distance along the separatrix

from the inner strike point (ISP) and indicates the larger the

radial D� flux into the core with the open divertor.

Fig. 2. The 2-D plot of Te shows that the Te > 4 eV region
extends closer to the closed divertor plates (a) than the open

divertor (b), providing greater screening of neutrals returning to

the core.
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cases is localized at or slightly upstream from the

X-point on the inboard side (Fig. 2).

2. Divertor closure and core carbon density

For comparable density and power input, the carbon

density in the core plasma was found to be �15–30%
lower in closed divertor cases than in open divertor

cases, in the parameter range ne=nGW � 0:6–0.7 and
PINPUT ¼ 3:0–7:5 MW. Carbon content in the plasma
core for either H-mode case, however, was low (i.e.,

Zeff 6 1:6). UEDGE modeling indicates two reasons for
the lower core carbon density with the closed divertor.

First the restriction of neutrals in the closed divertor

decreased the carbon sputtered from nearby walls, Fig.

2(a). Second that the two baffles of the closed divertor

reduced the probability of scattered carbon impurity

escaping the divertor, either through the private flux

region toward the X-point or out between the scrape-off

layer and the vessel wall. The net result for the closed

divertor case was lower carbon density near the X-point

and upstream along the separatrix. This, in turn, ulti-

mately led to fewer carbon ions diffusing into the core.

For example, Fig. 3 shows the radial flux of C4þ into the

core of the open and closed divertor cases; C4þ was the

main carbon ion along the separatrix flux surface, where

Te � 50–100 eV. Thus, the restricted range of carbon
impurities in the closed divertor region was a factor in

lowering carbon ion flux along the scrape-off layer and

reducing C4þ flux into the core above the X-point. The

source of carbon is assumed to be chemical and physical

sputtering from the divertor plates and vessel walls.

3. Neutral fueling and the H-mode pedestal

One uncertainty in the performance of next-step

machines is the lack of detailed understanding of how

the H-mode pedestal will scale to these devices. There-

fore, it is important to learn what physics determines the

width of the H-mode heat and particle barriers. Recent

pedestal studies in the DIII-D tokamak find a strong

correlation between the width of the H-mode particle

barrier ne;wid and the neutral penetration length kn [6].
These results are obtained by comparing experimental ne
profiles to the predictions of a simple analytic model for

the density profile [7,8]. The model, obtained from a self-

consistent solution of the particle continuity equations

for electrons and neutral deuterium atoms, predicts that

kn is determined self-consistently by particle transport
fueling; it compares favorably with experimental results

[9,10]. Bench-marking of this simple analytic slab model

against the much more sophisticated fluid neutrals

model in UEDGE yields similar results for the same

model parameters. Within its range of validity (edge

temperatures in the range 0.02–0.3 keV), the predictions

of the analytic model are consistent in several ways with

DIII-D measurements:

1. H-mode density profiles are predicted to have a hy-

perbolic tangent shape, as is observed.

2. The model predicts experimental widths of the ne pro-
file and that the transport barrier width decreases as

the density pedestal ne;ped increases, observed experi-
mentally over a wide range of ne;ped, Fig. 4(a), and
corroborated by UEDGE simulations in Fig. 4(b).

For the analytic model curve shown in Fig. 4(a),

the numerical factor used to model the localization

Fig. 3. The radial flux of C4þ is shown as a function of poloidal

distance along the separatrix from the ISP to the outer strike

point for both open and closed divertor cases. UEDGE analysis

shows the larger radial flux is C4þ into the core of the open

divertor.
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Fig. 4. Width of the density barrier decreases with increasing

pedestal density. Note the numerical factor used to model the

localization of the neutrals in the analytic model has been ad-

justed to give a good fit. UEDGE simulation corroborates both

data and analytic model and has accurate divertor geometry for

a typical H-mode discharge (fueling locations are an unadjusted

outcome of the UEDGE simulation, seen in Fig. 1(c)).
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of the neutrals has been adjusted to give a good fit.

This factor is in the range of localization factors ob-

tained from modeling with the UEDGE code.

3. The model predicts that the maximum gradient of ne
should be proportional to ðne;pedÞ2, consistent with ex-
perimental results, Fig. 5(a), and UEDGE simula-

tions, as seen in Fig. 5(b). The analytic model curve

was adjusted for neutral flux localization.

This correspondence of UEDGE and the analytic

model results provides additional evidence that the

width of the particle barrier depends on both plasma

physics (particle and heat transport, because it produces

the edge temperature profile) and atomic physics (neu-

tral fueling).

4. Summary and conclusions

UEDGE modeling shows that the increased recycling

current in the closed divertor was more than offset by its

improved divertor screening of the recycled particles

returning to the core. The geometric effect of the closed

divertor appears to constrict neutrals to a region near

the divertor plates, permitting a higher Te along the
separatrix to effectively ionize neutrals returning to the

core. This results in the observed, slightly lower deute-

rium core fueling rate for the closed divertor configu-

ration. Also, the combination of decreased neutral

density at the walls near the plates of the closed divertor

and the geometric effect of the closed divertor appears

responsible for the decreased core carbon density.

The analysis of DIII-D data is consistent with the

analytic model hypothesis that the scale size of the

H-mode particle barrier is determined not only by par-

ticle and heat transport, but also the location, energy,

and flux of the fueling neutrals. UEDGE simulations of

H-mode discharges in DIII-D tend to corroborate the

simple analytic model (which is consistent with the idea

that fueling processes play a role in H-mode barrier

formation). These new results further support the use of

the analytic model to study trends in the plasma, despite

the fact that the analytic model treats the neutral

transport in a very simple way.
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Fig. 5. Maximum density gradient of density barrier increases

as the square of pedestal density. The numerical factor used to

model the localization of the neutrals in the analytic model has

been adjusted to give a good fit. UEDGE simulation of an

H-mode discharge shows a good fit to the data with fueling

locations as in Fig. 1(c).
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